Introduction {#S0001}
============

With the continuous improvement in living standards and the growing problem of an aging population, there is an urgent need for technologies which can improve medical technology, prolong human life, and improve health. In order to meet these demands, many countries have formulated many policies to combine medical technology with the technology of artificial intelligence (AI) and hope that AI technology can further improve medical care[@CIT0001]--[@CIT0011] on an international level.

In recent years, many research about automatic diagnosis of diseases using medical imaging has been reported, such as Kermany et al, who used Inception V3 model trained by Google and transfer learning algorithm to automatically diagnose retinopathy and infantile pneumonia by OCT images of retina and X-ray images respectively.[@CIT0012] Coudray et al predicted and classified mutation of non-small-cell lung cancer histopathology by deep learning algorithm[@CIT0013]

Schwemmer et al improved brain-computer interface by deep neural network decoding framework in order to automatically distinguish electroencephalogram first and then control electrical machinery to assist the body to accomplish the desired action[@CIT0014] Because the AI system has shown outstanding performance beyond human expertise in the field of image recognition, it has the potential to revolutionize disease diagnosis by using medical images.[@CIT0015]--[@CIT0018] Despite its potential, detecting disease through medical text data of AI remains challenging. Besides the diseases that can be diagnosed using medical images, there are some diseases that can be diagnosed by text-based medical data, such as diabetes, hyperlipidemia, and other diseases which need medical examination.

To solve these problems, researchers have proposed a long-short-term memory (LSTM) network and a one-dimensional convolutional neural network and.[@CIT0019],[@CIT0020] 1D-convolution neural network (1D-CNN) processes encoded data with different filters to find features which are hidden in the raw data. LSTM implements an attention mechanism by neuron which has a memory function to learn the joint features of data far apart. In short, both models take the original text as input, automatically extract features, and then use the classification function to automatically classify samples. The proposed two structures make it possible to classify text data.[@CIT0021]--[@CIT0024] The text data classification method based on deep learning technology replaces the spatial distance based traditional clustering algorithm, which improves classification accuracy.

The traditional automatic diagnosis methods relied on: 1) patients described their clinical manifestation; 2) researchers extracted features by experience and coded these features to form eigenvector; 3) classification algorithm classified the eigenvector. Because traditional methods extract features manually, they are subjective and one-sided. Lack of relevant data is another challenge for deep learning models, medical data are invaluable. At present, electronic health records (EHRs) are widely used in medical research, but there is no standardized method to evaluate the EHRs' quality, which means the accuracy of disease diagnosis using electronic health cases has been limited.[@CIT0025]--[@CIT0028] If we do not have the necessary data, the model either cannot extract necessary information in order to diagnose a disease precisely, or over-learns the features which makes it difficult to show good robustness on a test dataset. One solution for the lack of necessary data is to supplement the original data with the extended data, this method is known as expanding learning algorithm. In some papers, expanding learning has been proven to be an effective algorithm, especially when faced with the lack of raw data.[@CIT0029] The expanding learning algorithm proposed by us does not simply find the relationship between input and output through complex coding to achieve the purpose of classification, this model can distinguish the implicit knowledge of each disease, such as diabetic patients with high blood sugar and glycosylated hemoglobin values. Therefore, it can achieve higher performance without a large amount of raw data and human resources. Hyperlipidemia refers to the abnormal metabolism or operation of fat, so that one or more lipids in plasma are higher than normal. It can directly cause some diseases that seriously endanger human health, such as atherosclerosis, coronary heart disease, pancreatitis, and so on. At the same time, with the development of technology and science, researchers have found that hyperlipidemia is highly correlated with more and more diseases, such as cancer.[@CIT0023] Therefore, worldwide, hyperlipidemia has become one of the important factors threatening human health.[@CIT0030] Researchers have done many studies on the diagnosis and treatment of hyperlipidemia[@CIT0024],[@CIT0031],[@CIT0032] using hematological and urine parameters to diagnose the disease and evaluate the effectiveness of the treatment. There are different methods of obtaining physiological parameterswhich describe the different health conditions of the human body.[@CIT0033],[@CIT0034] This makes it possible to make a clinical diagnosis based on these parameters.

In this paper, we hope to propose an effective deep learning model for timely and accurate diagnosis of each human physiological parameter's data. The parameters of human hematology and human urine were used to explain the algorithm, and we also compared the expanding algorithm's capability with other different algorithms. Compared with the EHR, medical test information with unified standards has higher reliability. The primary application of the expanding learning algorithm is to diagnose hyperlipidemia by using human hematology parameters and human urine parameters.[@CIT0032],[@CIT0035],[@CIT0036] The human physiological parameters cover the results of blood glucose detection, glycosylated hemoglobin test, routine blood examination, routine urine test, and biochemical detection. In this paper, we used human parameters of hematology and urinology to diagnose hyperlipidemia rather than only using blood parameter. Therefore, compared with other traditional methods, this method is all-sided. The method presented in this paper processed all information of selected data, instead of manual pre-extraction of features, therefore, it not only has higher objectivity and comprehensiveness but also reduces labor costs. In order to resolve the problem of lack of relevant data, a method for expanding raw data is proposed. When facing lack of data, this data expanding method can also make auxiliary diagnostic system achieve a better performance. The auxiliary diagnostic system score achieved 91.49% accuracy, 87.50% sensitivity, 93.33% specificity, and 87.50% precision with a test dataset. This performance of the expanding algorithm gives us confidence that the system has real potential for precise diagnosis with less raw data for auxiliary diagnosis of hyperlipidemia in a practical environment. Furthermore, the experiment results confirmed that using an expanding learning model to diagnose hyperlipidemia is feasible.

Subjects and methods {#S0002}
====================

Study subjects {#S0002-S2001}
--------------

The dataset initially contained 446 different patients' physiological data. Each dataset is composed of 49 patients' physiological information and doctors' diagnosis results. The physiological data include routine blood parameters (A), routine urine parameters (B), biochemical test parameters (C), blood sugar parameters (D), and glycosylated hemoglobin parameters (E). The types of parameters contained in each inspection item are shown in [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Types of parameters contained in each inspection itemItem numberDetailed catalogAHemoglobin, platelet distribution width, monocyte percentage, erythrocyte, leukocyte, mean platelet volume, hematocrit, average hemoglobin amount, neutrophils percentage, large platelet ratio, basophilic percentage, mean cell hemoglobin concentration, lymphocyte percentage, mean corpuscular volume, eosinophil percentage, thrombocytocrit, plateletBUrine erythrocyte, urine protein, color, ketone body, bilirubin, nitrite, pH, specific gravity, urobilinogen, glucose, leukocyteCTotal bilirubin, low density lipoprotein, alkaline phosphatase, aspartate aminotransferase, high density lipoprotein, total protein, alanine transaminase, total cholesterol, urea, globulin ratio, very low density lipoprotein, uric acid, direct bilirubin, glutamyltranspeptidase, triglyceride, albumin, creatinine, indirect bilirubinDFasting venous blood glucoseEGlycosylated hemoglobin[^1]

The health status of each dataset is determined by a professional doctor's test report. Among them, a total of 400 subjects were used to train the expanding deep learning model and optimize the model's hyperparameters. The remaining 46 subjects\' completely independent data were used to evaluate the performance of the model. The previously mentioned steps are to ensure the proposed method is not only applicable to data not in the training set, but also applicable to patients not in the training set as well.

The raw data was obtained from Tianjin Medical University Hospital for Metabolic Disease between December 15, 2017, and January 20, 2018. All subjects in this study were undergoing hospital health examinations. Before the experiment, we had obtained permission from the Ethics Committee of Tianjin Medical University and patients' written consent was obtained. All patient information was anonymously processed before being analyzed.

There were 251 male patients (56.28%) and 196 female patients (43.72%) in our study (26 male patients and 20 female patients in test dataset), aged 26--82 years (median age of 56). The exclusion criteria were pregnancy, lactation, the use of drugs that inhibit hyperlipidemia. All patients were tested on an empty stomach and all the test conditions met the gold criteria for the diagnosis of hyperlipidemia. There were 86 cases of hyperlipidemia in all samples (16 in test dataset).

The information of each patient was measured by a fellowship-trained laboratory physician and the information was reviewed by a fellowship-trained endocrinologist with 10 and 8 years experience in diagnostic reports.[@CIT0039]

Method {#S0002-S2002}
------

The deep learning model is a 1D-CNN, and the technology of dropout and pooling was used in this model. The eigenvector composed of human physiological parameters, which were processed by convolution layer and pooling layer, and the hidden features in the data could be extracted. Finally, the extracted features were classified by classification function. Global parameters were updated using stochastic gradient descent, the classification was sigmoid function. At the same time, the performance of traditional neural network algorithm, LSTM and Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm was also compared with the expanding learning algorithm.

### 1D-CNN {#S0002-S2002-S3001}

The core of the expanding learning algorithm is 1D-CNN. It can effectively process some text data which have fixed rule. The diagram of 1D-convolution principle was shown in [Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}. Figure 1The diagram of 1D-convolution principle.

Filters extract features of input by sharing weights method and one filter matches a kind of feature. When a trained filter detects that a particular feature exists in the data, the corresponding filter is activated. Its principle is shown in [Equation 1](#M0001).$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Parameter updating {#S0002-S2002-S3002}

We used stochastic gradient descent method to update global parameters in this paper. By the method of extracting mini-batch samples from the raw data and calculating their average gradient, the unbiased estimation gradient of whole data could be obtained. This method can improve the speed of training effectively. These principle are shown in [Equations 2](#M0002) and [3](#M0003). $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$\theta^\prime$$
\end{document}$ is updated parameters. The cross-entropy loss function was shown in [Equation 4](#M0004). $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$L = - {1 \over n}\sum \left[ {y\ln \alpha + (1 - y)\ln (1 - \alpha )} \right]$$
\end{document}$$
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$$n$$
\end{document}$ is the number of sample, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$y$$
\end{document}$ is desired output.

### LSTM {#S0002-S2002-S3003}

The LSTM learns the alliance characteristics of data by neurons with memory function. The schematic diagram of LSTM was shown in [Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}. The structure of LSTM cell was shown in [Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}. Figure 2The schematic diagram of long-short-term memory which can provide auxiliary diagnosis.Figure 3The structure of long-short-term memory cell.

The method of updating the status (*S*) of LSTM cells is shown in [Equation 5](#M0005). $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$${S^{(t)}} = {f^{(t)}}{S^{(t - 1)}} + {g^{(t)}}\sigma \left( {b + \mathop \sum \nolimits {Ux^{(t)}} + \mathop \sum \nolimits {Wh^{(t - 1)}}} \right)$$
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$$W$$
\end{document}$ are bias, input weight, and cycle weight of forgetting gate, respectively. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$${g^{(t)}}$$
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\begin{document}
$${f^{(t)}}$$
\end{document}$ is the control function of forgetting.

### SVM {#S0002-S2002-S3004}

SVM algorithm is a clustering method based on kernel function. We can use the value of the decision function to determine the health of the sample. SVM only outputs the type of sample instead of probability. The principle of SVM is shown in [Equation 6](#M0006). $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{document}
$$f(x) = b+ \mathop \sum \limits_j {\alpha _j}k(x,{x\,^j})$$
\end{document}$$
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$$f(x)$$
\end{document}$ is decision function, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$\alpha $$
\end{document}$ is the vector of parameters, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{document}
$${x\,^j}$$
\end{document}$ is the data which were used to train the model, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{document}
$$k$$
\end{document}$ is the kernel function.

Experiment and result {#S0003}
=====================

Data extensions and correction {#S0003-S2001}
------------------------------

In this experiment, we used extended data to supplement original data to solve the problem of lack of raw data. Therefore, we added the original data to the stochastic perturbation matrix to form the augmentation matrix. The principle of expanding data is shown in [Equation 7](#M0007). $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$E = {x_{i \times j}} + {D_{i \times j}}$$
\end{document}$$
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$$x$$
\end{document}$ is undisturbed raw data, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$D$$
\end{document}$ is stochastic disturbance matrix. Here, the value of the stochastic perturbation matrix mentioned previously must be sufficiently less than the original data to avoid changing the features of raw data. At the same time, the size of the stochastic matrix must also be consistent with the original data.

The effect of data quantization on model performance in experiments has also been studied. Physiological parameters with negative results were expressed by values which were close to zero instead of zero. The method mentioned previously is data correction.

Training model {#S0003-S2002}
--------------

We used raw data and extended data to train deep learning models at the same time. [Figure 4](#F0004){ref-type="fig"} shows the basic principle of expanding learning algorithm. The experiment environment was Ubuntu 16.04. Experimental software was Keras which is based on Tensorflow.Figure 4Expanding learning algorithm.

The original data consisted of two parts: 1) training-part: we used 400 participants' raw data and their extended data to train the expanding learning model and 2) evaluation-part: the performance of the model was evaluated by the remaining 46 independent samples. The training part also had two parts: 1) weight-part: 90% of the training-part was used to update the global parameters of network and 2) hyperparameter-part: the remaining 10% data of the training-part were used to fine-tune the hyperparameters of the model (such as the number of layers). In this paper, 10-fold cross-validation algorithm was a good choice for optimizing hyperparameters. During the training processing the data of weight-part were expanded but the hyperparameter-part had not been expanded. The AI system mentioned previously was evaluated by the accuracy of diagnosis in the evaluation-part previously mentioned. In order to prevent the phenomenon of over-fitting, the early stopping algorithm was used in this paper (Patience =5). Besides, the gradient of cost function was used to optimize global parameters.

One-hot coding technique was used in training processing. N kinds of health conditions were represented by N-dimensional vectors. Different elements in the vectors represented different health conditions, only the corresponding elements in the vectors were 1 and the rest were 0. This method could improve the model's diagnosis accuracy and generalization ability. The health diagnosis result was coded as 10, and the diagnosis result of hyperlipidemia was coded as 01 by the previously mentioned method.

Because the task of classification layer is binary classification task, sigmoid classification function was used to classify the samples. Each health condition corresponds to a neuron in the output layer and corresponds to one-hot vector. The sigmoid function is shown in [Equation 8](#M0008). $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$sigmoid(x) = {1 \over {1 + {e^{ - x}}}}$$
\end{document}$$

The accuracy of different algorithms on the same test dataset was used to evaluate the model's performance. In the experimental process, we also compared the performance of expanding learning algorithm, SVM, LSTM, and traditional neural network algorithm. The SVM of this study was C-SVC SVM using RBF kernel. The stochastic gradient descent algorithm, sigmoid function, and one-hot coding technique were also used in LSTM and traditional neural network to update parameters, classify the samples, and encode disease types, respectively.

The results showed that the AI system proposed in this paper could diagnose hyperlipidemia better. For this condition, patients can initially be referred to different departments to save medical resources. The performance of different models is shown in [Figure 5](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}. The confusion matrix of expanding learning is shown in [Figure 6](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}. The expanding learning algorithm achieved 91.49% accuracy, 87.50% sensitivity, 93.33% specificity, and 87.50% precision with the data from the test dataset. Figure 5The accuracy (ACC) of each model.**Abbreviations:** LSTM, long-short-term memory; SVM, Support Vector Machine.Figure 6The confusion matrix of expanding learning.**Abbreviation:** HL, Hyperlipemia.

Discussion {#S0004}
==========

In this paper, an expanding learning algorithm was proposed to diagnose hyperlipidemia by using human hematologic parameters and urinology. By using the previously mentioned expanding learning algorithm, the model proposed in this paper could achieve better performance without requiring a large amount of raw data and labor, so it shows great potential in processing medical text data. Moreover, the model's performance was compared with other models. As shown in [Figure 5](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}, the performance of the expanding learning algorithm and LSTM model was improved by same extended data and raw data, this phenomenon demonstrated that the expanding learning algorithm has the ability to increase the diagnostic accuracy and robustness of the model, even when facing a lack of raw data. In the experiment, we found that the performance of LSTM, which was trained using the same dataset, did not exceed that of the extended learning model. We speculate that the reason for this phenomenon is that LSTM is more suitable for recognizing time series. Therefore, the expanding learning algorithm is not a bad choice to process medical text data when there is a lack of original data.

At the same time, we found that the quantification of diagnostic reports has an impact on the performance of the model. In experiments, diagnostic reports are quantified in different ways. As shown in [Figure 5](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}, the performance of the expanding learning model and LSTM model mentioned previsously could be improved by data correction. We suspect that this is because the data-correction algorithm turns more input into valid input. It means that the negative parameters (the medical test results were negative) can be learned more easily by the model. Proof, by facts, shows that the quantification method of non-numeric medical text data also decides the model's performance. Therefore, in future work, we will explore more data quantization methods to further improve the performance of the model.

As shown in [Figure 5](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}, the traditional neural network algorithm and SVM algorithm's performance could not be improved by the method of data expanding and data correction. This phenomenon not only confirms that the expanding learning algorithm mentioned previously is a better choice when lacking the necessary original data, but also illuminates that the model has more possibilities that can be optimized.

Within a limited range, we found similar work in disease diagnosis using deep learning to process text-based medical data. Pradeep and Naveen used classification techniques of decision-making tree, SVM, and Naive Bayes algorithm to predict lung cancer survivability by using EHRs and achieved precision of 82.6%, 70.5%, and 78.6%, respectively.[@CIT0037] Our expanding algorithm achieved 87.50% precision. Their methods used a machine learning algorithm to diagnosis many kinds of diseases using EHRs. All of these studies have achieved good verification results using traditional feature extraction and machine learning processing structures. The processing structure we proposed can directly process all the information in the original data without the need to artificially extract features. At the same time, the human physiological parameters used in this paper come from standard medical tests rather than artificial descriptions, so it has subjectivity and unity. Hence, after the previously mentioned model automatically extracts the characteristics of data, it can also make a good judgment on the data outside of the training set.

Based on this, a new method for detecting hyperlipidemia was proposed, which can detect hyperlipidemia automatically and accurately even when facing lack of necessary raw data. With this algorithm, all available information can be automatically extracted from the raw data without human involvement. Because the algorithm mentioned previously does not artificially lose raw data, it may have the potential to find more diagnostic markers of different diseases. Besides, in this paper we used human physiological parameters of hematology and urinology to diagnose hyperlipidemia rather than only using blood, which gives the model better comprehensiveness. Data extension method can improve the lack of data and data correction method can improve the model's performance by learning the negative parameters better. Therefore, these methods could improve the model's accuracy effectively. As a consequence, the computer-aided diagnosis system achieved robust and accurate results (it achieved 91.49% accuracy, 87.50% sensitivity, 93.33% specificity, and 87.50% precision with test dataset).

Even though it has great potential, it still has some limitations. One limitation of our study was that we used only hematological and urinology parameters to diagnosis disease. The identification of some diseases also requires other types of medical data (such as antibody detection).[@CIT0038] Therefore, we will supplement our dataset with other kinds of medical data in future work. The other limitation is that some factors affecting cholesterol levels have not been applied to training models, such as age, sex, etc. Compared with the golden criteria for diagnosis of hyperlipidemia, the accuracy of our model has not yet met the clinical requirements. This phenomenon may have been caused by the model's lack of judgment on physiological parameters of the same patient over a period of time. Therefore, in future work, we will study how to add more factors in our model such as age, sex, family history of disease, history of disease, diagnostic recorders, to name a few.

We proposed an AI system which can automatically provide an auxiliary diagnosis of hyperlipidemia based on human urinary and hematological parameters. Moreover, the model also showed strong generalization ability, so it has the potential to be applied to a wider range of medical text data to achieve assistant clinical diagnosis. This view can be proved by comparing the performance of the models mentioned previously and discussing the possibility that the expanding learning algorithm may be further optimized. Medical text data play a crucial role in the process of diagnosing diseases. Therefore, more effective analysis of textual medical data is the basis for further improvement of medical level. According to the experimental results, the medical text data-based auxiliary diagnosis has the ability to effectively identify more complex data with less raw data. It improves the efficiency of diagnosis, saves social resources and medical resources, and reduces the medical treatment cycle. It has positive significance for the development of auxiliary diagnosis technology using medical text data.

Conclusion {#S0005}
==========

In this paper, an expanding learning algorithm was proposed to automatically diagnose hyperlipidemia. It achieved 91.49% accuracy, 87.50% sensitivity, 93.33% specificity, and 87.50% precision with the data from a test dataset. This paper also compared the performance of different models for diagnosing hyperlipidemia and the influence of quantitative methods of diagnostic reports on a model's performance.

A new method was proposed to precisely detect hyperlipidemia by expanding learning algorithm automatically, even if raw data are lacking. The influence of quantitative methods of diagnostic reports on models' performance was also studied. It can help us to make sense of that data, thereby reducing the workload of clinicians. Therefore, its potential benefit to patients is that it may speed up the patient's medical treatment process. Moreover, because it does not need to reduce original data manually, for clinical research, it might be able to find new pathogenic factors and study the influence weights of different pathogenic factors.

Future work should center on enabling assistive diagnostic systems to diagnose more types of human diseases. Not only the physiological parameters mentioned in this paper, but also many other physiological parameters are necessary for the diagnosis of other diseases, such as electrocardiography etc. In order to identify more types of diseases, we will expand our data with more types of text-based medical data and consider more disease-related factors such as age, sex, etc. Because the computer-aided diagnosis system mentioned previously gets all the information hidden in the selected data, the information of original data is not reduced by feature extraction. Therefore, we will study the pathogenic factors of different diseases and their weights. In addition to solving the problem from the perspective of medical engineering, we also plan to optimize the structure and algorithm of the model from the perspective of engineering in the future (such as computational resource consumption, hyperparameters optimization method).
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[^1]: **Notes:** (A) blood routine parameters, (B) urine routine parameters, (C) biochemical test parameters, (D) blood sugar parameters, (E) glycosylated hemoglobin parameters.
